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1 Summary
baureview.ch is a newly created evaluation website on which buyers of real estate can
review their partner in the building process - for example general constructors,
architects or developers. Various categories such as work quality, customer service,
cost overruns, meeting of deadlines and others can be evaluated. The review ability is
considered as a highly helpful tool. According to the homeowner association of
Switzerland (HEV), every housing unit has on average fifteen construction defects. The
defects make up around 8% of the invested sum. baureview.ch aims to tackle these
quotas through the achievement of a higher transparency in the building sector.
The user-generated quantitative reviews are freely available on baureview.ch.
Considering the far more than 20’000 real estate objects built every year in Switzerland,
appealing traffic is expected on the website baureview.ch and a huge growth potential
for baureview.ch exists. Additionally, the gained data is used to generate detailed
reports about the different companies from the building sector. These reports are sold to
financial institutions, mortgage brokers, real estate owners and others.
baureview.ch attracts different specific customer groups. The most present visitors are
assumed to be private real estate buyers. Therefore, baureview.ch provides optimal
advertising space for downstream markets of the building sector and offers targeted
marketing solutions to customers from various business areas.
Currently, Switzerland is the targeted market whereas a focus on the German and the
French part is laid. baureview.ch can profit from the strong Swiss real estate market and
fill an existing niche. For the new venture no external financing is needed.
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2 Company & Strategy
2.1 The Company
baureview.ch is a newly founded limited company domiciled in Baar, Switzerland. The
management of the company consist of the Swiss natives Frédéric Schaub, 1987 and
Stefan Neuenschwander, 1990. The strategic business areas of the company are:
1) the offering of a web platform to evaluate building companies, architects and
general contractors
2) the provision of reports about corporations from the building sector
3) the disposal of targeted marketing services
In the current phase, the targeted market is Switzerland. The main customer segments
are private real estate buyers, financial institutions and mortgage brokers as well as
furnishing houses and related companies.

2.2 Key Figures & Ratios
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2.3 Corporate Strategy
baureview.ch aims to diversify its activities and strengthen its revenue potential through
the provision of an evaluation web platform, the offering of detailed reports about
building companies and targeted marketing services. The provided web platform
represents the reason for the founding of the start-up and is the key element in the
business model. The usage of the therein-gained data leads to the second core activity,
the provision of reports about building companies. The third business area served is the
offer of targeted marketing activities. These three business units are strongly linked to
each other. Therefore, the attention is mainly laid on transferring skills. The transfer of
skills needs to happen along the value chain. Within the primary activities, the marketing
area needs to be especially considered because all the three business areas have
various related exposures within this topic. In the support activities, the area of company
infrastructure (IT) needs to thoroughly transfer the gained knowledge and skills. In the
future, it is aimed to diversify the company’s activities to enable to profit from shared
activities on a corporate level.
(based on Porter, 1987)

2.4 Competitive Strategy & Core Competencies
Being different to the various existing indirect competitors and competition by offering
comprehensive ex post assessments about building corporations is the competitive
strategy of baureview.ch. The company aims to first gather, second present and third
use the provided real life experience of building owners with companies from the
construction sector. These unique activities enable the company to unlock untouched
market potential and grow steadily in the upcoming years.
The evaluation of the competences of construction companies, architects, general
constructors and other related companies is not the core competence of a mortgage
lender, a private future buyer of a property or a real estate investor. This assessment is
the core competence of past real estate buyers. baureview.ch enables these customers
to speak up, share their experiences and review the whole building process on a tailormade web platform.
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Being the first mover in the independent, web-based evaluation of construction
companies in Switzerland, baureview.ch develops analyses to create evaluations and
reports in favor of various stakeholders of the construction business. The quantitative
aggregation and qualitative analysis of the gained data enables baureview.ch to provide
unique comprehensive evaluations and reports to its customers.
On the basis of baureview.ch, property buyers, lenders, investors and others gain
unrivalled insights into the business and service of their key stakeholder in the building
process. Especially for private real estate buyers, baureview.ch provides strong support
in the assessment of the potential partners for the largest investment in their life.

2.5 Vision
baureview.ch is the number one brand for the evaluation of building companies in
Switzerland. In a few years, the company grows in adjoining countries. baureview.ch is
especially recognized for its engagement in favor of the society by creating more
transparency and trust for real estate buyers in the building sector. The firm is
established as a fully reliable and highly quality-oriented partner for home owners,
investors, financial institutions and others acting in the building business.

baureview.ch – Building Trust
baureview.ch – Bauen mit Vertrauen

The founders are still fully engaged in the company and still strongly direct its activities.
The business model is further developed on an ongoing basis and includes new
activities within the data management and data provision in the building sector and
related industries such as financial, utilities, mechanical art and others.
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2.6 Further Analyses
PESTLE Analysis
Political
• The stability of the Swiss political system as well as the established procedures do
not imply a predominant relevance of the factor for baureview.ch. However,
thinking back at the “Zweitwohnungsinitiative” a general negligence is not
appropriate.

Certainly,

baureview.ch

follows

new

regulations

in

safety,

employment, and similar areas. Also, one needs to consider an at first negative
tenor from the construction companies and following political efforts to hinder a
growth in the business of baureview.ch. However, baureview.ch is willing to take
on the challenge and make the construction sector more transparent in favor of
the whole society.
• Overall, the political factor has a moderate significance to baureview.ch.

Economic
• On the one hand, a slumping economic environment, a high unemployment rate
or increasing interest rates negatively impact the building and renovation of real
estate. On the other hand, inflation, low interest rates or a growing economy
stimulate the construction of new properties as well as the restructuring of existing
real estate. Considering the basic need for real estate in all areas of life, a stable
fundamental demand is expected in the future.
• Overall, the economic factor has a high relevance to baureview.ch.
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Social

• The past and current high population growth rate in Switzerland is notable.
However, the future political developments might have impacts in this specific
area. Nevertheless, the overall good level of education in Switzerland contributes
to high expected standards in all areas of living. Additionally, the generation Y
grew up with likes, evaluations, and comments. Nevertheless, the Swiss culture
trends to be less communicative and extroverted than others. Whereas, looking at
various other areas of business, such as worldwide tourism or Swiss driving
schools, a trend to a higher level of transparency in business is identifiable. Also,
the importance of conducting fair business and being corporate responsible has
increased on various levels during the past years.
• Overall, the social factor is of moderate relevance to baureview.ch.

Technological
• It is of utter importance to follow the further developments in information technology to provide an optimal environment to the technologically affine data suppliers
and website users, but also to ensure a smooth cooperation process with the
customers. Also, ideal software has to be used in creating products and services.
The lifecycles of technology and the high rate of innovation have to be
continuously followed and if possible anticipated. A focus must be laid on
automatization processes.
• Overall, the technological factor is of high importance to baureview.ch.
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Ecological
• The tendency to reduce carbon footprints is an important part of the corporate
responsibility for every business. Clearly, new regulations have to be followed. As
far as possible, products and services need to be eco-friendly. Additionally, an
appropriate waste management needs to be implemented. However, the areas of
pollution, recycling, or weather and climate are not of high importance to
baureview.ch.
• Overall, the ecological factor is of low importance to baureview.ch.

Legal

• Health, discrimination and safety laws have to be properly complied within today’s
Swiss business world. Though, especially the consumer protection law and the
data privacy is of utter importance to baureview.ch. The consumer protection in
Switzerland is good, but can definitely be ameliorated in the construction sector.
Clearly, all data privacy laws and regulations have to be fulfilled. The current
revision of the federal law of data privacy has to be followed and implemented
actively.
• Overall, the legal factor is of high relevance to baureview.ch.
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Porter’s Five Forces
Threat of New Entry
+ first mover advantage
- low entry barriers
- different interested parties
- low financial and technological barriers
> Moderate to high

Supplier Power
+ no traditional suppliers
+ low for individual data suppliers
+ suppliers of data get free basic access
- dependence on evaluations of suppliers
> Low to moderate

Competitive Rivalry
+ no direct competitors
+ first mover
- various indirect competitors

Buyer Power
+ low for private individuals
- moderate to strong for
financial institutions

> Moderate

> Moderate

Threat of Substitution
+ only partial substitution possible
- own simple web research
- evaluation of inter-trade organization
- rely on word of mouth
> Moderate to high

Overall intensity of Rivalry
> Moderate
8
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SWOT Analysis
- socially valuable business model
- unique aggregated data
- first mover

Strengths

- independence
- scalable business

- dependant on data supply
- new product in niche market

Weaknesses

- newly founded start-up
- low awareness level

- add similar niches to business activities
- grow reviews to other business areas

Opportunities

- trend to transparency through the www
- capitalise on CSR

- competition from big players in www, bankers’
association or others

Threads

- in-house production by financial institutions
- attacks by building companies, inter-trade
organizations
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SWOT Strategies

- look for similar niches in other business sectors
such as consumer goods and others

Strengths –
Opportunities
Strategies

- use image and relations to add other niches
from the financial sector

- use opportunities to reduce dependence on data
supply of real estate buyers

Weaknesses –
Opportunities
Strategies

- develop product portfolio with other related niche
products

- focus on unique high quality data set to ensure

Strengths –
Threads
Strategies

own survival
- use core competencies and enhance them
continually

- be a front runner in technology use
- aim for positive and cooperative partnerships with

Weaknesses –
Threads
Strategies

all stakeholders
- be specialised and efficient
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3 Products & Services
3.1 Product Portfolio
Reviews of Businesses from the Construction Sector
The webpage baureview.ch provides evaluations of companies from the construction
sector (building companies, architects, general contractor etc.) to interested private and
corporate clients. An individual company is evaluated by its past and current customers.
This qualitative and quantitative data is processed and presented that potential new
customers are able to evaluate future business partners in more detail and with a
neutral approach before committing themselves to a specific partner. It is intended to
cover the following areas in the freely provided concise reviews:


Quality of goods and services



Timeliness



Cost management



Customer care and after sale services



Personal experience

Overall, the customer receives broadly supported and uniquely aggregated information
about potential business partners. Thanks to this, the often unique and extremely
resource consuming investment in real estate can be optimally prepared in advance.
Detail Reports about Businesses from the Construction Sector
Many creditors finance real estate for a majority of their customers and are obviously
highly interested in a smooth and successful project development. Therefore, these
banks, insurances, and other institutions, but also mortgage brokers have a need for
detailed information about involved constructors, architects, and general contractors.
Today, these institutions are mainly doing own web research to satisfy their information
needs, use the very limited own experience with the respective stakeholder, or just act
in good faith. The through baureview.ch provided detailed reports fulfil the financial
institutions requirements for information, and enable them to analyze a key stakeholder
11
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and his job performance based on effective customer experience. The following
information is planned to be integral part of the provided reports consisting of a
quantitative and a qualitative section:


Quality of goods and services



Timeliness



Cost management



Customer care and after sale services



Personal experience



Diverse information (e.g. age of company, commercial register data)

The financial institutions receive a customized report with aggregated detail information
from different perspectives about a key stakeholder in their business. The institutions
are released, from until now, self-conducted, expensive, time consuming research and
receive much better aggregated data quality from a specialized and efficient provider.
Advertising Space for Targeted Marketing
baureview.ch enables various corporations to target their marketing activities optimally
to their desired customers. Interior decorators, furnishing houses, corporations from the
building industry, financial institutions, and many more get optimal advertising access to
potential future customers. Different advertisings are provided and tailor-made for the
individual company and its area of activity.
There is currently no website that enables corporations such an efficient access to this
specific customer group. This is a highly valuable advantage, as these potential future
customers possess an extraordinary willingness to spend money in various areas during
the activity of buying a new home, moving in, and the following phase.
Processed Data for Targeted Marketing
The gained data from customers, corporations, and visitors of the website can be used
for targeted marketing activities of other companies such as furnishing houses, interior
architects, furniture stores, and others.
The unique data especially gained from future and current buyers of real estate enables
various corporations to direct the purchasing decision of future customers with targeted
12
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marketing through baureview.ch. The company offers services such as direct mailings
or personalized marketing activities to directly approach these customers.

3.2 Positioning & Price
baureview.ch aims to be perceived as a provider of high quality products and services.
This trust of the valued customers is essential for the long-term success of the business
model. Therefore, quality, understandability and reliability are key elements in the
positioning of baureview.ch.
Also, the planned prices of an individual report or the possibly used licensing model are
intended to be on an appealing but not low priced level. The pricing policy for reports
shall support the company in selling a high quality product based on scientific
standards. Additionally, to support the described positioning and pricing policy of
baureview.ch, the web appearance is attractive, up-to-date and professional.
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4 Market & Clients
4.1 Market Overview
During the first three to five years in business, the services of baureview.ch will focus on
the market in Switzerland. An expansion to other countries is an option in the case of
advanced market saturation in Switzerland. A detailed analysis will be conducted at a
later point in time.
The Swiss economy, as well as many others, is still in a recovering phase of the Euro
crisis. Interest rates are historically low or even negative and investors are seeking for
investment opportunities. Nevertheless, an uptrend can be expected and economic
research institutes, such as KOF, forecast a growth of the Swiss gross domestic product
of around 1% - 1,5% for 2016 and a slightly higher growth for 2017 (Statista, 2016).
Swiss Property Market
The Swiss property market shows a reverse situation compared to the Swiss economy.
According to Credit Suisse economic research (Credit Suisse, 2016), the paradisiac
market conditions of the last ten years are over. It can be expected that increasing
interest rates will definitely lead to a drop in building investments, but a dramatic decline
is not expected (Credit Suisse, 2016).
In the next years, it will be important to exactly observe the demand for additional
proprietary. Credit Suisse (2016) estimates a negative development up to the year
2040. Illustration 1 shows the expected development.
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Fig. 1: Additional demand of proprietary 2014-2040 (Credit Suisse, 2016, p. 8)

The current level of demand is expected to hold until 2020. From then on, a strong
decline is expected for the next twenty years. From 2030 to 2040 the yearly increase in
proprietary is expected to be 9’000, which reflects a drop of 61% compared to 2016.
Market for Targeted Marketing
The services “advertising space for targeted marketing” and “processed data for
targeted marketing” serve the market for targeted marketing. Because the earnings of
these services are expected to be comparatively low and the two services are seen as
supplementary, this market is not covered in-depth in this section.

4.2 Market & Client Segmentation
Private Real Estate Buyers
Since decades, the proprietary rate in Switzerland is steadily increasing. But there is still
huge potential in terms of private investments in residential property. The proprietary
rate in Switzerland is on a very low level of 37.4% in 2014 (BFS, 2016). The low
proprietary rate of Switzerland compared to other countries is illustrated below (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Swiss proprietary rate in comparison to the EU (BFS, 2011)

In their yearly study about the Swiss property market, Credit Suisse (2016) estimated
that in 2015 approximately 15’000 freehold flats and 7’400 detached houses were built.
The maximum of 22’400 new owners equal 22’400 potential visitors, respectively
evaluation providers per year for the online platform baureview.ch.

Fig. 3: Newly build accommodation entities (Credit Suisse, 2016, p. 11)
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of the newly build accommodation entities by segment
(detached houses (blue), freehold flats (grey), proprietary rate (red)) from 2001 to 2016
(Credit Suisse, 2016, p. 11).
Additionally, almost three million people in Switzerland already live in homes owned by
themselves or a member of the household. Although, these buildings already exist,
there is a necessity of renovation and maintenance investments. Therefore, the need for
services of general constructors and architects has a stable basic demand. This
potential is estimated to 27’000 potential visitors of the platform.1
The financial power of the customers in this target group is very diverse, but as the
usage of the basic information provided on the platform is free for this target group, no
financial barrier exists. Private real estate buyers will pay indirectly in terms of the
evaluations they provide. Additionally, this customer group can also buy more detailed
reports with aggregated information. As these fees will be priced at a moderate level,
the financial power of this target group is sufficient and the cost-value ratio is strongly
positive.
Mortgage Lenders and Brokers
Around ninety-four banks and over two hundred insurances and other institutions
provide mortgages in Switzerland (FINMA, 2014; SNB, 2014). If a general constructor or
architect is involved, every mortgage for a newly built property creates the need for the
lender for detailed information about the involved party from the building sector. The
estimated potential for baureview.ch consists of around 150 mortgage lenders and
brokers using the services and products.
The financial power of this customer group is sufficient. Nevertheless, the members of
this target group also have tight budgets and face cost pressure. But the service of
baureview.ch helps the institutions to save time in their analysis process and therefore
personal costs.

1

3 Mio. / 2.25 (persons per household) = 1’333’333 owner / 50 (years) = 27’000 potential
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Corporate and Institutional Investors
The target group of corporate institutional investors includes corporations and
institutions from industries such as:


Funds



Foundations



Pension Funds



Commercial Real Estate Investors



Governments



Banks and Insurances

This target group has strong financial resources to buy a service that provides a useful
benefit. Compared to the recourses needed for a proper due diligence, the price for a
report of baureview.ch is very low.
Various Corporations
Online marketing respectively target-oriented marketing is a common measure to reach
out for new customers. Especially companies that are able to satisfy current or
upcoming needs of the potential users of the platform baureview.ch are interested in the
advertising services of baureview.ch. Such companies could be general stores, furniture
dealer, interior decorators and others.
However, there is limited space on the website. The website is not overloaded with
advertisements. The financial resources to buy advertising space or data for advertising
purposes are already budgeted in the financial plans of this target group. Obviously, the
potential customers have a high interest to use a platform that enables them to reach a
target group directly.

4.3 Needs & Benefits of Clients
Private Real Estate Buyers
The purchase of real estate is normally the largest financial investment of individuals in
their life. Therefore, every potential buyer of a property has a strong interest to identify
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the perfect partner for this project. This fact creates the need for detailed information
about a possible business partner.
The reviews and reports on the website baureview.ch enable the customers to satisfy
their need for useful information during the building or purchasing process for their
proprietary.
Mortgage Lenders and Brokers
Banks and insurances grant mortgages to their customers. During the risk assessment
process, the creditor does not only analyze the borrower. Moreover, the assigned main
constructor or architect is also questioned. This procedure ensures an unproblematic
granting of credit to the borrowers by the avoidance of untrustworthy or unreliable
partners from the building sector. Firstly, this is a time-consuming process for the bank
with expensive human resources. Secondly, the needed data is difficult to conduct and
a lack of multiplicity exists. This creates a need for specialization and data aggregation
on a meta-level.
The detailed reports about different corporations from the contracting business
enhanced through research of baureview.ch enable mortgage lenders to verify the
quality and the trustworthiness of the most important third party besides the actual
borrower of the mortgage.
Corporate and Institutional Investors
Every investment of, for example a pension fund into income property, asks for reliable
partners from the construction sector. Therefore, corporate and institutional investors
have a need for detailed knowledge about the possible business partners, such as main
constructors, architects, and related corporations.
The various reviews by former customers evaluating different commercial partners from
the contracting business supplemented by research of baureview.ch enables the clients
to satisfy their need for detailed information within a due diligence process before an
order is given to a general constructor, architect or another building company.
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Various Corporations
The traffic on the website baureview.ch enables companies to reach a specific target
group of potential customers. Through the usage of the online advertising space
corporations can raise their presence in a specific niche area and increase their sales of
services and goods.
Additionally, various data about private persons and corporations evaluating possible
partners for the building or purchase of their real estate, is gained on the platform. This
data can be used for targeted marketing by general stores, furniture dealer, interior
decorators and related companies. These corporations value the traffic and the data
gained from the website baureview.ch because it enables them to perfectly target
specific groups, such as new or future private homeowners, but also other house
builders.
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5 Competition
5.1 Competition Analysis
Direct Competitors
Financial Institutions
Due to their business model, banks, insurances and other lenders have a self-interest
as well as the necessary capacities and know-how to gain and interpret quantitative and
qualitative data about corporations acting in the building sector. However, financial
institutions can mainly gather data from their limited own business activities and are
also not able and willing to present this data in detail neither to their clients nor to the
public.

Decision Criterion

• Bank as lender
• Acknowledged experts

Strengths

• Experience in
business area
• Professional analysis

Weaknesses
• Only partial access to
data
• Low transparency
• Only partial data
coverage
• No direct experiences
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Indirect Competitors
Own research of potential customers
Potential visitors of baureview.ch or purchasers of reports can also conduct own
research in the web or other areas to gain an impression about a potential partner from
the building sector. Though, this is a demanding task especially for an inexperienced
private person.

Decision Criterion

• Simple to conduct
• Personal interest

Strengths

• No financial cost
• Gain of own
impression

Weaknesses

• Time consuming
• Correct interpretation
difficult
• Possibly no or few
information available

Indirect Competition
Web Forums
Web forums offer its users the possibility to comment on a certain topic. In the Swiss
market, hausforum.ch is the indirect competitor of baureview.ch. The web forum is used
to discuss various topics around real estate. Sometimes, this includes comments about
companies from the building sector and their products and services.

Decision Criterion

• Easy available
• Additional source of
information

Strengths

• Neutrality of provider
• No financial cost
• Low time investment

Weaknesses

• Mainly negative
comments
• Very low coverage of
the building sector
• Not structured
• No quality assurance
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Municipal credit rating statements
Credit ratings provided by public offices are a widely used element to evaluate the
credit-worthiness of individuals and corporations. However, they are only available with
the agreement of the concerned individual or firm. This constitutes a key hurdle for most
consumers as many corporations do not provide their municipal credit statement.

Decision Criterion

• Interest in financial
conditions

Strengths

• Reliability
• Good evaluation of
financial situation

Weaknesses

• Available via company
• Only very fractional
coverage of needed
knowledge
• Not highly
represantative in
building sector
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Value Analysis of Competition

Criterion

Weight

Baureview.ch

Financial

Own

Web

Institutions Research Forums

Municipal
Credit
Ratings

Access

0.8

5

4

5

4

1

Transparency

0.8

4

2

4

2

4

Quality

1.0

4

4

2

3

5

Cost

0.6

3

4

5

5

5

Coverage

0.8

4

3

3

2

2

Time expenditure

0.4

5

4

1

4

4

Absolute Total

25

21

20

20

21

Weighted Total

17.2

15.2

15.2

14.0

15.2

Fig. 4: Value analysis of competition
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5.2 Competitive Advantage
Reviews & Reports
Overall, the clients prefer the evaluations and reports of baureview.ch because they
offer:


an independent judgement



the participation on real experience



uniquely aggregated data



easy availability



simple understandability

Being the first company to enable its customers the sought after in deep examination of
their future partner from the building sector, potential homeowners and real estate
investors will even more appreciate the provision of the products and services of
baureview.ch.

Marketing Activities
The visitors of the website and the gained data are of optimal use for targeted marketing
activities in highly interesting customer segments. The corporations from the consumer
goods market value the provided activities because of the following reasons:


ideal access to target customers



uniquely aggregated data



outsourcing of the execution



provision of a detailed reporting

These competitive advantages partly resulting from the fact that baureview.ch is serving
a special niche in the market are of crucial value to advertisers. The potential increase
of the effect of the marketing activities makes the offer of baureview.ch highly valuable.
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6 Marketing
6.1 Marketing Strategy
The marketing strategy aims to increase sales by demonstrating the competitive
advantage and convincing the customers of the products and services of baureview.ch.
For each customer group, the marketing strategy sets a different focus in order to
communicate the created customer value.
Private Real Estate Buyers
 Focus on security and reliability
The usage of the products and services of baureview.ch makes the largest investment
of the customers safer.
Mortgage Lenders and Brokers
 Focus on cost savings
The marketing activities show where the lenders and brokers resources can be saved
and quantify the value.
Corporate and Institutional Investors
 Focus on the need for a proper due diligence and the right choice of the partner
The service is able to facilitate the decision making process when choosing new
partners for real estate investment projects.
Various Corporations
 Focus on data quality and efficiency of advertising
The platform baureview.ch offers the possibility to reach exactly the potential customers
that general- or furniture stores are looking for. The majority of the users of
baureview.ch will buy new furniture and other consumer goods in the upcoming months
or the next one to two years.
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6.2 Pricing
Reviews of Businesses from the Construction Sector
The basic quantitative evaluations of the corporations from the construction sector are
provided for free to all customer groups. This shall drive traffic and interest on the
webpage baureview.ch as well as generate new reviews.
Detail Reports about Businesses from the Construction Sector
The price of the reports is based on potential own research costs of the customers and
costs for municipal credit ratings.
Single queries are priced with CHF 59.-. Alternatively, the customers are offered the
possibility to buy different licenses depending on their preferences.
Price

Volume

Price per Report

License “50”

CHF 2’890

50

CHF 57.80

License “100”

CHF 5’490

100

CHF 54.90

License “free”

CHF 6’490

unlimited

n/a

Tab. 1: Pricing of licenses

Advertising Space for Targeted Marketing
The pricing of the advertising space on the website is based on identified common
industry prices. The customers are charged per click on their advertising banners.
CHF 0.99 is billed to advertisers from the financial sector and CHF 0.69 is charged to
corporations from the consumer goods sector.
Processed Data for Targeted Marketing
The processing of mailings is charged with an administrative cost. Being established in
the market and able to provide optimal mailing lists, the prices will increase 10% per
year from year two to year 5. The prices are set per marketing activity.
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Year

Price per Activity

Year 1

-

Year 2

CHF 299.-

Year 3

CHF 329.-

Year 4

CHF 362.-

Year 5

CHF 398.-

Tab. 2: Pricing targeted marketing mailings

6.3 Market Entry & Promotion
For the success of the business idea it is crucial to get enough traffic on the evaluation
website during the first year. Without an adequate number of evaluations of different
companies from the building sector, it is not possible to convert the gathered information
into adequate reports that are generating revenues for baureview.ch. Therefore, it is
important to enter the market with different intensive marketing activities. House buyers
and owners have to get familiar with the evaluation platform and need to be encouraged
to take action and provide an evaluation about their experience. Due to that fact, a focus
will be laid on Ambassadors.
Ambassadors are a very valuable and powerful tool to create trust in a company and its
products and services. For baureview.ch ambassadors are used for the customer
groups private real estate buyers and corporate and institutional investors. Prof. Dr. Rolf
Meyer from the school of business of FHNW already offered to support the business
idea as an ambassador. Moreover, it is planned to win other trustworthy and well-known
opinion leaders to support the growth of trust within the targeted customer groups.
Additionally, the following marketing activities are planned for the different customer
groups to first enter the market and second as on-going marketing activities:
Private Real Estate Buyers


Cooperation with Hauseigentümerverband (HEV):
The HEV is the association of Swiss homeowners and moreover the biggest
association of Switzerland. Like baureview.ch the HEV is interested in the wellbeing of homeowners.
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Therefore, HEV is potentially interested in sharing the idea of baureview.ch on its
homepage and in its magazine. The ultimate goal is to create a partnership with
the HEV that creates a win-win-situation for both parties.
 Budget Y1: CHF 15’000.- p.a.2


Building Fairs:
Marketing campaigns at building fairs in Switzerland (e.g. Bautage, Bernexpo,
Swissbau)
 Budget Y1: ~ CHF 2’000.- p.a.

 Total Budget Y1: ~ CHF 17’000.- p.a.
Mortgage Lenders and Brokers


Gain a leading Swiss bank as customer:
baureview.ch aims to win a leading Swiss bank as customer. It is imaginable to
provide detailed reports for free to one of the large Swiss banks during the
market entry phase. This could be Raiffeisen group, UBS AG or Credit Suisse
AG.



Usage of existing network:
One of the business partners has a strong network in the financial sector. This
network can be used in order to market the products.



Direct approach:
Opinion leaders and people with decision-making power in target organizations
are located over Xing or LinkedIn and directly approached. A concise and
personalized introduction about baureview.ch and its products and services is
provided.

 Budget Y1: ~ CHF 1’000.- p.a.
Corporate and Institutional Investors


Presentations at real estate conferences:
Different conferences and events for the real estate and building sector are
organized in Switzerland. It is intended to hold presentations at such events in

2¼

page: CHF 4334.- / 1/8 page: CHF 2167.- / 1/16 page: CHF 1064.- (HEV, 2016)
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order to introduce the products and services of baureview.ch and create a
stronger network in favor of the company.


Usage of existing network:
One of the business partners has a strong network in the real estate sector. This
network can be used in order to advertise the products and services.



Direct approach:
Managers

with

decision-making

power

and

opinion

leaders

in

target

organizations are located over web platforms and directly approached. A
personalized introduction about baureview.ch and its products and services is
provided and the contacts are followed up.
 Budget Y1: ~ CHF 2’000.- p.a.
Various Corporations


Direct approach:
baureview.ch locates opinion leaders and people with decision making power in
target organizations (e.g. over Xing or LinkedIn) and directly approaches them
with a brief presentation of the company and its products and services.



Creation of networks in the marketing business

 Budget Y1: ~ CHF 1’000 p.a.
Moreover, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Google AdWords and mailings to
existing customers will be used independent of the customer group.
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6.4 Promotion Budget
The planned marketing expenditures for the first years are the following:

Year

Marketing Budget

2017

CHF 21’000.-3

2018

CHF 40’000.-

2019

CHF 80’000.-

2020

CHF 120’000.-

2021

CHF 150’000.-

Tab. 3: Promotion budget

3

Sum of above mentioned budgets per customer group
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7 Production & Supply
7.1 Production & Processing

Reviews of Businesses from the Construction Sector

• The reviews are created directly on the homepage baureview.ch. Private real
estate buyers or owners and institutional investors directly insert the reviews in the
designated mask. After the entry, the company baureview.ch verifies the reviews
within forty-eight hours and publishes the freely available part on the platform.

Detail Reports about Businesses from the Construction Sector

• The provided reviews serve as basis for the detailed reports. To produce the
reports, the reviews are qualitatively analysed with the help of the analytical
software atlas.ti. During the first years the two owners of the business are
responsible for the analysis and the creation of the final product. If the workload
exceeds the available time resources of the two owners, additional personnel will
be recruited or more personal resources will be made available by the founders.
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Advertising Space for Targeted Marketing

• The processing of this service is mainly outsourced to the IT service provider
maintaining the website. Only the acquisition of the orders is in the responsibility
of the two owners.

Processed Data for Targeted Marketing

• The IT service provider of baureview.ch also processes this service. Clearly, the
acquisition of new orders is in the responsibility of the two business partners.

7.2 Key Suppliers
The key suppliers in the business model are the users of the platform baureview.ch.
They provide their evaluations about the companies from of the construction sector. The
whole business model highly depends on these key suppliers. Moreover, it is not
possible to substitute them. Therefore, it is crucial to provide enough and the right
incentives to the supplier group and to manage the provided data carefully.
In order to foster the relationship to the supplier group, to create a good image and to
reach a proper word-of-mouth advertising, the following incentives are provided to
reviewers:


Monthly draws



Gifts



Free tickets



Coupons from advertisers
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8 Expertise & Development
8.1 Sources of Expertise
Human Resources
In a first step, the company uses the knowledge of the founders resulting from their
work experiences and their education with BSc in Business Administration and an
ongoing MSc in International Management at FHNW. Second, the familial environment
of the founders provides various interesting sources of expertise, which are of relevance
to the company. Third, the existing networks to potential clients are key sources of
knowledge to develop and adapt the provided products and services. A focus will be laid
on the successful use of these resources. An additional important source of expertise is
support by specialists in entrepreneurship from FHNW and specialized freelancers.

Technical Resources
From a technical perspective, the company uses top qualitative analysis software
(atlas.ti). The usage of the optimal software enables the company to develop high
quality reports, which build a key element in the success of baureview.ch. The software
will be updated regularly. Also, the available webinars and workshops of the service
provider will be used to exploit the full potential of the analytical software. This process
will also further strengthen the existing human resources in the area of qualitative data
analysis.

8.2 Development Projects
Internationalization
As the protection of the services and products of baureview.ch is not possible, a focus is
laid on continual development of the offerings of the company. The establishment of
baureview.ch as the number one information provider in the business area, as well as
the enlargement of the number of countries with operational activities is aimed at.
Therefore, the company already plans projects dealing with the market entrance in
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Germany and Austria. These projects will be launched immediately after successful
entrance of baureview.ch into the Swiss market.

Business Model
Currently, baureview.ch focuses on the evaluation and reporting of building companies,
architects and general constructors. However, this shall only be a first step. In the
future, the company aims to develop its business model to other business areas such
as the evaluation and reporting within the health care market, the financial market as
well as the consumer goods market. These three markets not only provide huge
business potential, they also offer a by trend growing demand and a high relevance for
the individual consumers. Therefore, the potential for the adoption of the business
model with potentially needed slight adaptions is seen an appealing chance for the
company. These projects are in the pipeline and will be followed-up after the successful
realization of the baureview.ch concept.

8.3 Innovation Policy
baureview.ch aims to continually innovate its business models. This is necessary to
persist in the fast changing online environment in which the company is acting in.
Therefore, a high management attention is laid on innovation. The key factors followed
to reach a high innovation level are the following:


close contact to customers of all segments to detect potential needs and existing
problems early



empowering all human resources in the own business activities



meetings and happenings to build a creative atmosphere and an understanding
for the need of innovation within the company



reward successful innovations
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9 Organization
9.1 Domicile
baureview.ch’s domicile and office will be at:
Lindenstrasse 6
6341 Baar
County of Zug
Switzerland
The chosen office building offers enough space for the start-up phase of the company.
The followed business model does not afford large-scale offices or production sites.
Therefore, even if strong growth arrives, baureview.ch is not urged to move or to rent
much more expensive office space. Some additional rooms would still be available at
the chosen location.
The choice of the above mentioned location enables the company to optimally steer its
tax burden and to be part of a strongly growing and international environment.

9.2 Financial Structure
The two founders each will finance fifty percent of the total share capital of the limited
company with a value of CHF 50’000.00. Therefore, both will own twenty-five registered
shares with a nominal value of CHF 1’000.00. The remaining CHF 50’000.00 are
balanced as partly paid shares. Also, a shareholder contract will be signed by the two
owners to ensure a future procedure in the current mind-sets of the founders in the
upcoming years.
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10 Management
10.1 Management Team
Name

Role

Birthday

Frédéric Alexandre Schaub

Co-Founder / Co-Owner

30/04/1987

Stefan Neuenschwander

Co-Founder / Co-Owner

29/06/1990

The management team consists of the two entrepreneurs Frédéric Alexandre Schaub
and Stefan Neuenschwander. Both have numerous years of practical experience within
branches closely related to the real estate business. Due to the professional
experience, both entrepreneurs have valuable relations to various opinion leaders and
executives as possible advisors. Additionally, both entrepreneurs have a strong
theoretical background with degrees in Business Administration (BSc) and International
Management (MSc, to be completed until end of 2016).
Since years, both founders feel strongly inspired and impressed by successful
entrepreneurs such as Amancio Ortega, Elon Musk or Roland Brack. The opportunity of
being self-reliant businessmen providing a sustainable and meaningful business model
strongly appeals to both founders. In the eyes of the team members, the chance to
create something completely new, the development and growth of an own company and
the responsibility for own employees are great personal motivators.
Thanks to the familial relations, the founders can count on a highly experienced lawyer
in the governing board. The lawyer especially provides support in juridical and taxation
questions but also in business administration.
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10.2 Management Principles & Culture
It is planned to form a highly entrepreneurial and creative working environment within
the company. Both business partners develop constructive and target-oriented solutions
to arising problems. A certain specialization in the workforce happens in the initial
phase. Thus, the tasks will be distributed according to the strengths of the two
entrepreneurs. Moreover, a culture of open communication and direct feedback will
foster the on-going development of skills. This culture will be created with weekly
personal meetings of the entrepreneurs. At least during the first three years, it is
planned to pay no salary to the founders. At a later stage, an appropriate wage will be
paid if the course of business allows for it.
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11 Risk Analysis
Reliability and Quality of Reviews
Risk grade: High
Some reviews might be conducted in inappropriate way due to existing negative
emotions or a lack of concentration by the authors. However, it is of utter importance to
baureview.ch that the available reviews are of high quality, understandability and
reliability. Therefore, the following precautions are taken:


execution of quality controls of the conducted reviews



demand for the commitment of the reviewers



offer a simple and guided completion of the evaluation process

Hacker Attacks
Risk grade: High
baureview.ch is a potential target of an independent or a group of hackers. The website
can be easily attacked from all over the world. Therefore, the following actions against
this key risk are taken:


updated and state of the art IT protection



high security standards in IT usage



continuous updating of applications and systems

Lawsuits
Risk grade: Moderate to High
Corporations from the building sector might sue baureview.ch because of the
publication of mediocre or bad reviews of the website users. Also, the business model
as such might be under attack from the same companies or inter-trade organizations.
The following provisions mitigate the existing risk:


request fair evaluations from the reviewers



controlling activities to avoid defamation on baureview.ch



appropriate terms and conditions
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Downturn in the Real Estate Business
Risk grade: Moderate
In the past few years, due to various exogenous factors the Swiss real estate sector
experienced a boom phase with high price increases. Therefore, a comparably higher
potential for a downturn exists in the upcoming years. This risk is mitigated by:


using baureview.ch also for renovations and restorations activities



ongoing population growth in Switzerland even though on a lower level



the existing resource scarcity in the Swiss real estate sector

Discredit from the Building Sector
Risk grade: Moderate
Due to the through baureview.ch enforced higher transparency in the building sector,
some corporations or inter-trade organization might aim to discredit the products and
services of baureview.ch. This challenge can be tackled by:


clear focus on quality and seriousness of the offered products and services



develop a high level expertise and speak about it in public



be open for cooperation or support to individual building companies or the whole
industry

Slow Development of Business
Risk grade: Moderate
Due to a slow acceptance baureview.ch gains to few reviews at the beginning and
cannot generate reports about corporations from the building sector. The following
activities can be used in this situation:


additional marketing and market cultivation by the founders



partial lag in the growth of the business is bearable by the owners



call for a business angel or similar with additional resources and network
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June 2016

12 Action Plan

Fig. 5: Action plan
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13 Finance
13.1 Revenues

* Underlying units sold are shown in the Appendix
* Prices per unit are outlined in Chapter 6.2
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13.2 Profit & Loss Statement
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13.3 Balance Sheet
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13.4 Cash Flow Statement
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13.5 Financial Ratios
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Appendix
Units Sold
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